
Taking issue with an approach to sociological
theory that focuses prime attention on social
harmony, adjustment, and common values and
interests, this book argues that social conflicts
are not only constitutive elements of social
structures, but that they perform a number of
positive functions within such structures. [The
SSCIa indicates that this book has been cited
in over 800 publications since 1966.]

Lewis A. Corer
27 Shepard Street

Cambridge. MA 00138

This back grew out of a doctoral dissertation
undertaken at ColumbiaUniversity under the
direction of Robert IC. Merton. I had originally
intended to write a cfissertatlon on the work
of thegreat German sociologist GeorgSimmel,
but Merton felt that such an overafl assessment
of a scholar’s work was not suitable for a dis-
sertation. I then decided to narrow my con-
cerns witl~Simmel’s contributions by focus-
ing on just one aspect of his work, his theory
of social conflict as developed in the chapter
uper Streit” In his Sozio!ogle.1 Taking this
chapter as my point of departure, I attempted
to reformulate the theory in terms of the
empirical and theoretical contributions made
in the approximately 50 years that had elapsed
after Simmel’s publication.

What led me to this approach was a mixture
of theoreticaland existential motivations. The
dissertation was written In the years of the as-
cendancy and dominance of Talcott Parsons’s
theories, and, while I was deeply Impressed

by, interalla, his great theoretical synthesis—
The Structwe of Social Actlon2—l found it
one-sided in its concentration on common
vaIues~social harmony, and equilibrium. I saw
my book as an attempt to redress the balance
by focusing attention on the central impor-
tance ofsocial conflicts In soda] stnzctures and
human affairs.

I arrived in the US in 1941 as a refugee from
Hitler’s Germany. I had grown up in Germany
during the tormented and conflict-laden years
of the Weimar Republic and had fled to France
after Hitler came to power, living through the
conflicts and upheavals of the 1930s. I spent
the first year of the war in a French camp for
enemy aliens. These experiences did not seem
to jibe with the harmony models that predom-
inated in American sociology in the 1940s and
1950s. The substance of my book was hence
derived from both theoretical considerations
and from my life experiences.

After the book was published in 1956, it re-
ceived agenerally favorable and fair reception
from reviewers. I recall only one frankly neg-
ative review. 8ut the impact of the book was
slight during the 1950s. However, thIngs be-
gan to change drastically in the 1960s. With
the emergence of the Civil Rights Movement
In the South and later in the North, with the
student movements of the late 196th, and with
a variety of other protest movements, the book
suddenly found a wide and appreciative au-
dience. Unable to gain theoretical guidance
for the understanding of thesemovementsand
conflicts in the work of Parsons and his disci-
ples, researchers and students turned to my
book—as well as to somewhat similar ap-
proaches in the works of Rail Dahrendorf and
of Max Ghickman?’4 From then on, the book
was widely read, used extensively In teaching
and research, and considered a “modem
classic.”

[See references 5 and 6 for recent papers in
this fleld.J
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